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From Build-Up Day, throughout a team’s time in country and until they land back home; 
World Challenge provides 24-hour operational support to all of our expedition teams.  

During our peak expedition season, our global Operations Centre is based at our head office 
in High Wycombe and is staffed with up to 10 support personnel who are ready to help 
teams deal with any unforeseen issues. Our trained and experienced team can handle any 
problem that may occur, from helping to resolve passport and visa issues, to coordinating 
medical evacuations.  

Our Operational Support Team are equipped with unique incident management software 
that enables us to efficiently log comprehensive detail about incidents as they unfold; 
helping us to keep track of every action and plan in place. Teams can get in touch with us via 
phone, text, email or when it’s urgent, via satellite telephone or emergency satellite beacon. 
This means we can offer support to World Challenge teams no matter where they are on 
their expedition. We also have our own Western Union terminal that lets us wire money out 
all over the world; so if a team is dealing with an incident, access to money never becomes 
an issue. The Operations Centre is a hub of activity and we scale up the number of dedicated 
staff we have working on duty according to the number of teams who are out on expedition. 
All of our staff are regularly trained to handle incidents from minor medical conditions, like 
common traveller’s diarrhea, vomiting or lost passports, through to more serious medical 
evacuations.  

World Challenge also holds detailed information records for each team member, including 
contact details for their next of kin, medical conditions and the School emergency contact 
details. 

With over 27 years of accumulated knowledge, we have comprehensive information about 
every destination that we travel to, including contingency plans for all activities and details 
of the nearest basic and comprehensive medical facilities throughout a team’s itinerary. We 
also have an extensive global network we can call on that includes the Foreign & 
Commonwealth Office, FirstAssist, our In-Country Agents, TUI Operations and our Technical 
Experts.  

From our experience, we have developed protocols around contact between the Operations 
Centre, the team, the parents/guardians and the school, to maintain the most effective lines 
of communication when handling any incident. Below is a guide to the lines of 
communication when a team is out in country:  



Occasions when the Operations Centre will contact a team member’s next of kin 

 If their Challenger has been taken to a local medical facility 

 If their Challenger has been separated from the main group 

 If there is a substantial change to the team’s itinerary (e.g. a flight change or diversion) 

 Any other serious incidents where World Challenge deem it appropriate 

Occasions when the Operations Centre will contact a School emergency contact 

 If the team are proposing to split, or if in urgent circumstances there has already been a 
team split  

 If there is a substantial change to the team’s itinerary (e.g. a flight change or diversion) 

 Any other serious incidents where World Challenge deem it appropriate 

Occasions when the Operations Centre will contact the team 

 If important news from home or the school needs to be passed on 

 If there is relevant news of anything that could affect their expedition or itinerary (e.g. 
security advice from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, a severe weather warning, 
or advice from their In Country Agent) 

 If the team have asked for advice or assistance from the Operations Centre directly    

 If  the team’s emergency beacon is activated 

 Any other purpose where World Challenge deem it appropriate 

Occasions when the team will contact the Operations Centre 

 To pass on their local mobile number once they have purchased a phone and sim card in 
their destination, so we have a local contact number for every team 

 For advice (e.g. logistics or medical) 

 If there are any medical incidents (e.g. injuries or illnesses) 

 If there is a need to administer antibiotics from the medical kit to a Challenger  

 If anyone has been taken to a medical facility 

 If there has been an itinerary change   

 If there are budget queries or discrepancies 

 If the team have any  other questions, queries or incidents 

World Challenge does not encourage direct communication between Challengers and their 
parents/ guardians whilst the team is away. From our experience we have found that 
messages can be distorted, patchy and unreliable communication can be frustrating and 
distressing; so we request that all communication is channelled through the Operations 
Centre. We operate on a ‘no news is good news’ policy, so parents/ guardians should not 
expect to hear from World Challenge with any updates unless we deem it necessary.  

As you can appreciate we need to keep our Operations Centre focused on the operational 
details of supporting our teams so we do not actively hand out the telephone number to all 
parents in advance of the teams departing. We request that any parents who wish to get in 
touch with a team contact either the School or our Customer Support Team on 01494 427600.  


